The complexation of the acyclic oligoether, 1,13-bis(8quinolyl)-1,4,7,10,13-pentaoxatridecan (L), with a cation is similar to that of linear ionophore antibiotics, including monensin, nigericine and grisorixin, wrapping themselves around the cation. 1 Some investigations on the coordinative ability of L to a variety of cations have been carried out in solution and solid states, because L exhibited a moderate affinity not only with alkali metal and alkylammonium ions, but also with neutral molecules. [2] [3] [4] However, structural investigations on the complexation between L and the transition metal ions have not been explored, except for the Hg(II) complex, 5 although L has quinoline end-groups, which are expected to be good chelating sites at both terminals.
L was synthesized according to a procedure published by Tümmler et al. 6 During the course of our investigation concerning the complexation of dipodand (L), having quinoline end-groups with transition metal ions, colorless single crystals of the title compound, [C26H29N2O5]·PF6·H2O (= [LH]·PF6·H2O), which is a protonated form of L, were obtained unexpectedly from a methanol solution containing AgPF6 and L.
A single crystal with a size of 0.50 × 0.35 × 0.08 mm was mounted on a glass fiber and used for data collection. The structure was solved by direct methods and refined with anisotropic temperature factors for non-hydrogen atoms. H1 attached to a quinoline nitrogen atom (N1) was located in difference electron density maps, and refined isotropically. All of the other hydrogen atoms, except for the H atoms of solvated water molecule, were included in the calculated positions with isotropic thermal parameters of 1.2-times those of the attached atoms. All calculations were performed using the SHELXTL program package. 7 The crystal and experimental data are given in Table 1 . The final positional parameters for all non-hydrogen atoms and selected geometric parameters are summarized in Tables 2 and 3 , respectively. The molecular structure and the atomic numbering are shown in Fig. 2 .
In the crystal structure of the title compound, all conformations of O-C-C-O are gauche, and those of C-O-C-C or C-C-O-C are trans. The three-dimensional skeleton of [LH] + can be denoted as an approximate S-shape, in which the qunioline moieties at both ends are apart form each other; the distance between the nitrogen atoms (N1·N2) on quinoline is 12.335(4)Å. Furthermore, the hydrogen bond between the quinoline nitrogen atoms of the adjacent molecules leads to form a helical 1-D polymer expanded along the b-axis. The N1·N2 i (i: x, y + 1, z) distance, related by hydrogen bond, is 2.665(4)Å, as given in Table 4 . The dihedral angle of two quinoline moieties related by the hydrogen bond is 81.47(6)˚. The pitch of the helical 1-D polymer is equal to the length of the b-axis [10.669(1)Å]. The bond lengths and bond angles of the title compound are in agreement with the standard values. 5 In the packing structure, there are intermolecular π-π interactions with a distance of 3.53 Å between right-and lefthanded helices. The voids between the polymer chains are filled with PF6 anions and water molecules.
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x y z Ueq Table 2 Atomic coordinates (×10 4 ) and equivalent isotropic displacement parameters (Å 2 × 10 3 ) Ueq = (1/3)ΣiΣjUijai*aj*(ai·aj). 
